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Top 5 Suites in Attics

Also known as the Chambre de bonne, it was historically used and designed as a

separate room at bourgeois apartments where domestic employees would sleep

and rest. Because of its typical slanted ceiling and reduced space, it

was considered to provide minimal confort.

 As time went by, these were suddenly being rented for cheap as separate

apartments,  usually occupied by artists and writers from la boheme, or simply

esteemed as the "good-for-everything" room. 

From cheap and low-comfort, to extra cozy and full of character, they are the

perfect temporary accomodation for savvy travelers. Mostly part of beautifully

aged metropolitan buildings, they also provide a sense of belonging to the city

itself.

Transforming a tight space into comfortable and full of light suites can be a great

challenge, but with amazing interior design and clever use of space, a perfect

balance is achieved between the old and the new. Guests can feel at home and hip

at the same time, like contemporary versions of the parisian creatives. 

Explore our top 5 selection of suites in attics and get inspired by their unique

solutions!

 

Search for SLOPING CEILING and check out outstanding designs on

TOPHOTELDESIGN.
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SIR ALBERT HOTEL

 Amsterdam, Netherlands

by Baranowitz + Kronenberg

See More
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HOTEL AM KONZERTHAUS VIENNA MGALLERY 

  Vienna, Austria

by BWM Architekten und Partner

THE AUDO 

  Copenhagen, Denmark

by Norm Architects

See More
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MAXIMILIAN HOTEL PRAGUE

  Prague, Czech Republic

by Ian Bryan Architects & Conran and Partners
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COUR DES VOSGES

  Paris, France

by Le Coadic Scotto

 TOPHOTELDESIGN is the infinite yet expertly curated gallery of outstanding hotel design

and architecture from around the globe – showcasing hotels and brands that follow no

trends, but set new aspirational standards of originality, quality and creativity.

 

Forward Share

Find the Supplier's Reference Portfolios  here
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

Leiza Orcoyen - Architect & Principal

orcoyen.l@tophotelprojects.com

Amparo Lopez - Relationship Manager

lopez.a@tophotelprojects.com

Follow Us 

"We are very happy with the TOPHOTELDESIGN platform – it’s a great database of hotel and resort projects

worldwide and we’ve seen tremendous interest and response to our own projects which have even been featured in

their newsletters. Happy to be part of this growing hospitality community".

 
 Su Seam Teo

Partner at LTW Designworks

●
 

"I have known Rolf W. Schmidt from TOPHOTELPROJECTS since my time when I worked for Marriott Hotel Holdings
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"I have known Rolf W. Schmidt from TOPHOTELPROJECTS since my time when I worked for Marriott Hotel Holdings

as Head of Interior Design. At that time, I learned to appreciate the wonderful TOPHOTELWORLDTOUR Events and

the valuable contacts that could be made there. Rolf is and has been a key player in the industry, with a wonderful

sense for the right people, interesting opportunities and trends in the market.

His latest project - TOPHOTELDESIGN - is a great tool that gives particularly designers and owners access to first-

class photos of realised projects. I look forward to future collaborations and wish him all the best for the new joint

venture with Sleeper Editorial".

 Patricia Holler

 WOID Concepts 

 
●

"TOPHOTELDESIGN not only gives us the option to promote our brand and connect the TUUCI name to all high-end

hospitality projects we completed – it also has the extremely powerful function of connecting all of the involved

parties of a project in a very unstrained and visual way. It’s an ideal platform for creating brand awareness, interest,

and future conversations if you look at it from a supplier's perspective".

Jochem Borremans

Marketing Manager, Tuuci

●
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